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ABSTRACT

Throughout the 1970's many "accountability systems" were
developed and offered as panaceas for curing the ills of educa
tion.

The purpose of this study was to develop a method by

which the wide variety of accountability designs could them
selves be held accountable, and then to apply the methodology of
these evaluation criteria to develop an accountability system
that would, in fact, accomplish the basic ends of accountability
and thus place the entire process of education on a deliberate
basis.
The design and effectiveness of accountability systems,
at the application level, presuppose the rules of the more funda
mental target, sequence, and relacional models that provide the
rules and categories for the development of all manner of accoun
tability systems.

As part of this study's investigation, the

purposes and goals, objectives and activities, support conditions
and evaluations of selected accountability evaluation systems
were reviewed and placed into a design.

The bases for the cate

gories of accountability and the ways in which definitional types
were used by those systems of accountability clearly set condi
tions for the performance of the accountability system.
An examination of some of the accountability criteria
used by evaluation designs resulted in the identification of
x

xi
three levels of evaluation associated with accountability.

These

criteria judged the ability of systems to (1) measure the data or
material involved in the system, (2) provide a format or struc
ture for collecting and classifying the information generated by
the system, and (3) a statement of the mission goal or objective
which provides the purposes for the system.
Using these criteria as guidelines, selected literature
related to accountability systems was reviewed and critiqued.
The literature represented a variety of systems ranging from the
use of standardized tests, to performance contracting, to the
systems approach.
The criteria for evaluating the systems presented in the
literature were used as guiding standards for the development of
a model for a comprehensive accountability system.

The system

developed in this study, the Parallel Pairs model, is derived
from the more generic concepts developed through the use of rela
tional models.

This model permits the interrelationship of two

categorical systems within the same framework.

Thus, the ac

countability categories are capable of being interrelated with
and subsumed under the categories of education.

Moreover, the

hierarchical structure of the model provides for placing the
evaluation categories and criteria into levels.
The use of the Parallel Pairs accountability model
should provide a means for separating and isolating, continuing
and phasing the complex variables that will emerge in the future
expansion of science and technology in our daily lives.

The
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model is based upon five evaluation types within the same system.
These evaluations make it possible to evaluate individual activ
ity accomplishments, accomplishments by categories, management of
specific projects, the effective management of projects, and a
comprehensive evaluation of the overall results of an educational
system in a district.
The accountability model proposed by this study was pre
dicated upon the articulation and application of the criteria
that produce a "good" accountability system.

The foundation of

this study was based upon the exploration of those model bases
that give rise to the variety of accountability systems.

The

criteria and model presented by this investigation should con
tribute substantially to the understanding of models of accoun
tability and evaluation by the general public as well as to offer
specialists in evaluation an in-depth perspective on the inter
nal, technical, and methodological issues in forming an evalua
tion of any kind.

The criteria for accountability for models of

evaluation offer a clear insight into accounting for accounta
bility and effective evaluation.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

No experience is probable unless mediated by
some systematic categorical pervasive. All ex
perience is probable given a generic categorical
pervasive ordered by clarified or specifiable
ends (Saunders 1969).

In recent years there has emerged a demand both by the
public and the professional community, private industry and small
business to find and to implement systems that will provide them
with information in regard to determining how effective opera
tions of these agencies can be measured.

This call for accounta

bility in the public sector has resulted in the passage of
legislation at the federal and state levels which focuses on edu
cation institutions.

Mandates now exist which require school

districts to provide evidence of their effectiveness in such areas
as managing funds, evaluating teacher performance, and planning
for educational program development.
School districts in several states are being required to
adopt statewide uniform accounting procedures to report their use
of funds.

Alaska, Colorado, Ohio and at least five other states

now require that the fiscal affairs of school districts be
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organized and operated according to a program planning and bud
geting systems (PPBS) approach (Hawthorne 1973, pp. 5-7).
Several states have mandated that instructional activi
ties of teachers be evaluated in a systematic way.

For example,

California has enacted a law, commonly called the Stull Act,
which requires that school districts periodically evaluate teach
ers according to a specified system for evaluation.

Specifical

ly, the Stull Act necessitates the "development and adoption of
objective evaluation and assessment guidelines within each school
district" (Fink, Klein, and Burry 1976, p. A-4).

Further, the

act requires that the evaluations be completed by:
Establishing standards and techniques for assessing
student progress in each area of study.
Assessment of teacher competence as it relates to
the established standards.
Assessment of duties performed by teachers as an ad
junct to regular assignments.
Establish procedures for ascertaining that teachers
are maintaining suitable control and learning environments
(Fink et al. 1976, p. A-4).
Eight states, including California, have been reported to
have laws requiring the systematic evaluation of professional em
ployees (Hawthorne 1973, pp. 5-7).
A few state legislatures have passed legislation that re
quires the state departments of education to evaluate the develop
ment of specific educational programs of local school districts.
For instance, Arizona Revised Statutes (1975, 15-1010) states
that:

"All school districts shall develop a district plan for

providing for special education to all handicapped, except emo
tionally handicapped, children within the district.

Such a plan

shall be submitted to the state board of education on or before
July 1, 1975.

The plan must have approval prior to November 1,

1975."
Whenever there are requirements holding educational agen
cies accountable, there are corresponding demands to develop
evaluation designs that will be used in the assessment of the
agencies being held accountable.

Evaluation designs or account

ability systems that have been developed and implemented in reac
tion to legislative mandates for accountability include such
examples as:
1.

Formats that require completion according to specified
categories but do not identify the criteria to be used
for assessing the activity;

2.

teacher evaluations based upon student, peer, and selfcompleted evaluation instruments;

3.

teacher and program evaluations based upon student per
formance on standardized achievement tests;

4.

uniform accounting systems designed to provide common
categories for reporting the information about fiscal
operations;

5.

performance contracting and voucher purchasing of educa
tional services based upon operationally defined evalua
tion criteria;
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6.

program planning and budgeting system to manage fiscal
operations;

7.

general systems approach such as management information
systems with integrated categories and instruments that
are logically derived from operationally stated goals.

This list illustrates that a variety of accountability
systems are being developed and implemented throughout many
states.

Perhaps a factor contributing to the variations in the

designs of the systems is the failure to articulate the diversity
of reasons underlying the development of accountability
legislation.
The rapid increase in accountability legislation and the
proliferation of accountability systems to implement these laws
have resulted in the need for a systematic way of comparing the
laws and systems and for evaluating the effectiveness of particu
lar laws and accountability systems to accomplish the goals for
which they were developed.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a generic model
for accountability systems which, when implemented, would consti
tute a format of guidelines through which all goals for accounta
bility can be sorted, classified, set into a taxonomy, and
evaluated for appropriateness and effectiveness, i.e., the devel
opment of an accountability design for accountability.
procedures for this study included a review of various

The
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representative accountability systems and an analysis of the lev
els of the concerns addressed by these systems.

Educational ex

amples were used throughout the study as substantive cases of
how to apply the generic model for accountability.
In order to complete the primary purpose of this study,
there were several conditions that had to be satisfied.

The first

condition was to identify and present a generic model through
which the major categories and variables of accountability sys
tems could be processed in order to evaluate the effectiveness of
any system in contributing to the establishment and accomplish
ment of goals and objectives.
The generic model had to be comprehensive.

Comprehensive

models are more than descriptive; they provide informing rules or
hypotheses.

The informing hypotheses, formalization of the iden

tified model, for this study (hypotheses that direct the way re
sults are obtained) directed the establishment and completion of
activities used to accomplish this study's purpose.
A second condition was to establish definitions for, and
interrelatedness among, terms associated with model theory, i.e.,
model, designs, systems, and formats.

The effectiveness of a

model depends upon the definitions of terms used to talk about
and identify the model.

The integrity of the technical founda

tion of this study depended upon the extent to which the method
of constructing the definitions, and the model itself, were
shared and then used to guide the development of the study.
Accountability systems were defined by the categories and

variables which compose them.

Consequently, a third condition

was to identify the categories and variables of accountability.
Decisions for the development and use of accountability
systems, as with all judgments that result in social action, were
value selections, i.e., selections of desired outcomes.

Philo

sophic orientations carry determinant recommendations for values,
missions and goals.

Goals control the development of evaluation

criteria and measurement instruments used to assess the effec
tiveness of accountability systems.

Thus, an examination of

philosophic orientations was another condition that had to be
met in order to complete this study.

Significance of the Problem
Accountability in all areas of human effort has received
widespread attention within the past few years.

Educational em

phasis, as presented in professional literature, has been docu
mented by several authors.

For example, Carver (1977, p. 175)

reported that prior to the 1969-70 volume "accountability" was
not listed in the Education Index; whereas, since that volume
until the 1974-75 volume articles appeared under that category at
annual figures of 65, 77, 82, 62, and 69.
Leslie Browder (1975, p. 1) reported that:

"In the five-

year period since 1969, the 'accountability movement' (as some
have labeled it) has generated over 4,000 books and articles,
legislation and/or resolutions in 33 states, and has caused con
siderable concerns in education's ranks."
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The concern for accountability has emerged from three
basic sources:

private industry, the public in general, and the

education profession in particular.

Arguments from the public

are based upon the demands for demonstrated results concomitant
with the raising tax support for educational institutions.

The

Honorable Leo J. Ryan (1971, pp. 165-166) succinctly stated this
position in his critique of an accountability system proposed by
the California State Department of Education:
I say this ("Justice delayed is justice denied.") be
cause lack of public confidence in public education has
become a critical problem. It may be measured by student
unrest, by the volume and content of letters to legisla
tors, by the repeated failure of school tax override
proposals, by the pervasive dissatisfaction of minority
groups with the system as it exists, and by increasing
teacher militance. Wherever one turns, the sense of pub
lic dissatisfaction is apparent at the same time it is
clear that educational standards must be upgraded, more
"well educated" people must be produced. Even "well
educated" needs to be redefined as a goal for the 21st
century.
The public today wants a measurable product, and will
not support massive financial increases in school support
until the goal is achieved. Schools have lost their
credibility with the public because they provide no mea
surable educational output. The issue is simple, it is
accountability.
Established during the early stages of the "accountabil
ity movement" in 1971, the measurements of dissatisfaction and
the need for accountability are still being stated today.
Schools are being examined to determine their part in reported
declines in standardized test scores (Shane 1977).

As

a result

of this questioning, some states and local districts are imposing
minimum achievement levels by which to directly evaluate student
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performance and inferentially assess instructional effectiveness
(Maeroff 1977, p. 15; Dunn, Dunn, and Price 1977, p. 418).
Reactions to the public outcries for accountability have
been extensive and varied.

As Hawthorne (1975, p. 3) has docu

mented, only four states had laws related to accountability in
1965, although by 1975, 31 states had enacted such laws.

The

rapid development of accountability legislation and corresponding
accountability systems designed to accomplish the goals of the
laws have resulted in a proliferation both of the laws and the
systems.

Browder (1971, p. Ill) made this point when he noted:

"Most readers of the literature on educational accountability are
immediately conscious of the varied ways in which the accounta
bility concept has been and is being interpreted."
The rise in the number of states adopting accountability
laws is an indication that in addition to justifying the need for
accountability, systems should be examined in terms of their
ability to accomplish the desired goals for which they are de
signed.

Lessinger (1970a), Lieberman (1970), Hawke, flhrens, and

Morrissett (1975), Ball (1977), and Mesirow (1977) are educators
who have discussed the need for technical examination of the de
sign of accountability systems.
Hawke et al. (1975, p. 3) concluded that:
While the concern in the T60's was whether education
should have some kind of accountability system, the de
bate of the '70's no longer considers that choice; ac
countability in some form is now inevitable. Today's con
cern has a practical focus: how to make accountability
work. Educational researchers and writers in this decade

are trying to solve the specific problems to accountabil
ity design and implementation. They are analyzing exist
ing accountability programs, defining the elements needed
in an accountability system, establishing criteria for
judging the effectiveness of accountability programs, and
theorizing about what accountability can and should do in
order to improve the educational process.
The significance of the study made here of models for ac
countability can be found in the objective of "making accounta
bility work," i.e., hold accountability initially accountable.
This proposal was developed following the identification of
fundamental categories and variables associated with accountabil
ity, and a critical analysis of the articles, theories, systems,
and models pertaining to accountability.

The substantive as

pects of the proposal should contribute to more meaningful, and
thus more effective, efforts to make education accountable.

Assumptions
The following assumptions were made for the purpose of
this study:
1.

Accountability legislation can only be implemented
through the use of accountability systems.

2.

Effective administration of any educational institution
is, at least in part, dependent upon the presence of
clearly stated accountability goals and systems.

3.

Accountability systems are logically and determinately
connected to the goals and objectives from which they
were either explicitly or implicitly derived.
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4.

Accountability systems can only be examined in respect to
a more generic model which legislates the way in which
discussion about the categories and variables associated
with accountability systems can take place.

5.

A generic model designed to frame discussions about ac
countability and to develop accountability systems can be
of significant value since it makes the accountability
process deliberate.

The model should also provide a sta

bilizing influence on emerging factors which can be inte
grated into the model's categories.

Limitations
Following are some limitations that were in operation
during the development of this study:
1.

There appears to be major discrepancies between the in
tent of accountability objectives and legislation being
passed, and accountability systems and procedures being
developed.

Therefore, illustrative examples for some

types of accountability systems were formulated rather
than identified.

Goals were stated in relation to given

accountability systems.
2.

A cursory examination of the literature related to ac
countability indicated that there is little, or no,
agreement among authors on the technical meanings of
terms used in discussions about accountability.

11
Definitions of key terms associated with accountability
were constructed and uniformly maintained throughout this
study.
3-

Although professional literature is replete with articles
examining the need for accountability in education, there
is only a small amount of literature critically examining
the structure of accountability systems.

4.

The scope of this study was narrowed to include only se
lected examples of types and objectives for accountabili
ty and accountability systems, due to the plethora of
systems discussed in the literature.

Hypotheses
Hypotheses usually refer to inferences made about some of
the relationships that may exist between data collated for a
study and include the subsequent verification of the inferred re
lationships.

This study did not use this definition of

"hypotheses."
Rather, hypotheses for this study represented informing
or structuring concepts which function to determine (1) what con
stitutes data, (2) what relationships can or will pertain, and
(3) which constructed relationships are meaningful as parts of a
total design.

Therefore, for this study it was hypothesized

that:
1.

Empirical findings do not possess intrinsic meaning but
are ascribed meaning and become identifiable because of

the instruments used to locate them.

Instruments are

constructed from categories and variables which are de
fined by the goals and definitions of a particular field
of inquiry.
2.

Models, systems, evaluation instruments and other forms
of informing hypotheses are constructed according to a
determinate set of rules.

3.

Retrieval systems which are used to collect information
related to the goals of accountability can be developed
using the goals, categories and variables of accountabil
ity and the generic rules for systems construction.

Design of the Study
This section presents the design of this study.
sign consisted of three parts:

The de

(1) the procedure to be followed

to identify the inquiry model that was used to guide the study;
(2) the steps for conducting the review of literature, which con
sisted of a review of literature on the structure of accountabil
ity systems, and an identification of (3) the method used in the
development of an accountability system.
The first part of this study identified and reviewed
literature on inquiry models.

A model to guide this study was

selected from the literature.

The model provided the rules and

criteria necessary to locate, classify and analyze existing ac
countability legislation and systems.

Further, the model rules
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and criteria to be used in the development of a comprehensive
accountability system were made explicit.
The second part of this study reviewed literature re
lated to the goals for accountability and the design of accounta
bility systems.

The review was directed by the rules and

criteria specified by the inquiry model.
One purpose of this study was to analyze the kinds of
accountability and to design an accountability system to accom
plish the identified goals for accountability.
Another part of this study was to develop an accountabil
ity system based upon the goals, categories, and variables for
accountability identified in the review of literature.

The same

rules and criteria of the inquiry model used in the review of
literature directed the development of the accountability system
of this study.
In summary, an inquiry model which provided the rules and
criteria for conducting the study was specified.

Professional

literature related to the goals for accountability and design of
accountability systems were reviewed.

An accountability system

was developed utilizing the goals, categories and variables for
accountability as prescribed by the specified rules and criteria
of the selected inquiry model.

CHAPTER 2

ACCOUNTABLE ACCOUNTABILITY: MODEL AND
CATEGORIES, CRITERIA AND VARIABLES
FOR IMPLEMENTATION

Characters in search of an author are in no
bigger quandry than categories and variables in
search of a model (Saunders 1978).

The primary purpose of this study was to propose a design
and a strategy for accountability in use, as a procedure, and as
a generic concept.

This chapter set some of the basic rules and

categories in place from which more substantial cases can develop
and from which a comprehensive level design can be identified and
explored.
The task of examining accountability has its origins in
a rather complex process which has as its categories the analysis
and definition, identification and formalization of appropriate
criteria for accountability in terms of such broad concepts as:
1.

Models and purposes for accountability systems and
formats;

2.

Formats, structures, and means by which the components of
accountability systems can be developed and implemented;
and
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3.

Substantive variables and applications for accountability
systems.

These origins themselves, the very assumptions and pre
suppositions needed to place accountability into a methodological
framework, were addressed, e.g., the variety of ways "defining"
were developed and examined.

This look at basic issues was cru

cial to the development of an effective foundation of a basic
accountability model in that there is always a direct relation
ship between the way defining is stipulated and the way the pro
cess of accountability is formulated.
The methodological intent of this study was to design an
accountability system by which all accountability systems can be:
1.

reviewed;

2.

monitored for rigor and comprehensiveness in terms of the
criteria and categories used to establish any system;

3.

reconstructed or expanded for the design to meet the
minimum conditions of adequacy for accountability as pro
posed by the model developed in this study.

An accountability review format was constructed for gen
eral usage.

Based upon this generic accountability review for

mat, an accountability system was developed:
1.

within the parameters and structure of a generic model
through which all components of accountability patterns
were identified, as
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2.

based upon the categories specified by the model where
these categories were derived from the use of a specific
model which was used to develop examples of accountabil
ity systems as belonging to a certain model type, and by

3.

utilizing the structure of variables commonly held to be
essential to accountability and as representing only one
small part of the various questions raised on accounta
bility models.

Defining Definition: A Basis for the Development
of an Effective Accountability Model
Prior to discussing some of the models and purposes, for
mats, and structures, variables and substantive issues in ac
countability, the concept of definition types was explored and
the definition types sorted into different uses (Decker and
Saunders 1976).

The type of definition used to develop and in

form a concept determines the meanings which can be derived from
that development and determination.
An investigation into methods of defining should begin
with an examination of the word "definition" itself.

Webster1s

Third New International Dictionary (1961, p. 592) defined this
word as anything that provides ". . . an answer to the question,
'What is X?' or 'What is an X?T."

Although seemingly straight

forward, the ways in which the answer is provided determines pre
cisely the limitations on the idea which is represented by the
defining process.
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C. S. Peirce (in Hartshorne and Weiss 1931) was perhaps
the first to see the process of defining as a triadic process,
consisting of the referent or object being defined, the symbol
used to represent the object and the interpretant or framework
which sets the context for the meaning of the object (Figure 1).
The question being examined here is at a level behind the
identification of the symbol, that is, a level in which the "sym
bol" itself is being defined as a referent (Figure 2).
As shown "symbols" gain their meaning by the definitional
type used to define them.

It is appropriate to introduce a vari

ation on the third level of the Peirceian triadic relationship.
At this level a model is identified which provides the assump
tions, categories and structure for the definitional type to be
used (Figure 3).
The recognition of the fundamental importance of a defi
nition type is as old as the study of philosophy.

Aristotle,

in his search for the essense, or being, of things developed a
classification system for scientific research.

It is based upon

the presence of basic classes of objects, e.g., genus; and the
specific characteristics of the object within the generic classes
e.g., species or differentia.
The Middle Ages saw the arguments about definition con
tinue.

Apparently there were only two formal positions—one in

which words were seen to be mental constructs, meaningless with
out logical connections.

Definitions of this type were nominal.

In opposition to this standpoint was the view that objects
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Symbol

Interpretant

Figure 1.

Referent

Peircian Triadic Relationship
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"Method"

Interpretant
(Definitional
Type)

Symbol
/ V (Definition)
/
/

Interpretant
(Subject Matter
Categories)

Figure 2.

Referent

Peircian Tr'iadic Relationship Used to Define Symbol
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Method for Method (Model for Models)

"Method"
(Definition)

Interpretant
(Model)

Symbol
Interpretant
(Definitional
Type)

Intepretant
(Subject Matter
Categories)

Figure 3.

Referent

Peircian Triadic Relationship Used to Define Method
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occurring within nature have their own meaning, independent of
man, i.e., the objects have a real meaning.
The distinctions in definitional types has continued into
recent philosophic discussions.

Modern philosophical examina

tions dichotomize definitional types into analytic and empirical,
intentional and operational.
Following the previous discussion, that the definitional
type is legislated by a more generic model, the distinction be
tween intentional definitions and operational definitions can be
identified through the models in which they are used.
Table 1 identifies three basic models and the definition
al types that are associated with each."
Intentional definitions include lexical, antonym/synonym,
and genus differentia types.

Operational types of definitions

include stipulative, ostensive, and theoretical.
Operational definitions, as flnatol Rapoport (1965, p. 19)
has stated, ". . . must rest on a basis of common experience
shared by the giver and the receiver of the definition."

Thus,

rather than ascribing meaning by means of a predetermined method,
operational definitions rely upon the association between defini
tions and everyday experiences (Bridgman 1960).
The definitional types used will result in different def
initions of accountability.

The variety of definitions will

"The distinction between definitional types and their re
liance upon the assumptions of their basic models will form a
basis for examining related literature on accountability in
Chapter 3.

Table 1.

Claims, Models, Criteria, and Definitional Types*

Claims

Models

Criteria

Definitional Type

The world comes to man
in its pure form.

Real World
NATURE

Man's experiences are "judged
against" the original as REAL.

Real

The world is qualified
by man's perceiving
instruments and man's
knowledge is the
result.

Real World
PERCEIVED

The WORLD is "perceived" and
"interpreted" through man's
experiences.

Intentional

Man will never know
any model but the one
he constructs through
the instruments and
categories which are
his thought.

"Real
World"
CONSTRUCTED

Man's invention of categories
determines his experiences as
well as the meaning of "the
world." "The world" is
constructed.

Operational

*Decker and Saunders (1976, p. 20).
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provide different implications for the scope, development, and
implementation of accountability systems.

Table 2 suggests

definitions for the various definitional types and also gives
corresponding examples of definitions of "accountability" based
upon the specific definitional types.
There is a generic step, a look behind the very structure
which was proposed in this study, which must be taken which ex
amines the categories to be developed by this study.
An examination of definitional types was necessary to set
one of the structural demands.

A review of some of the meanings

of "purpose," "structure," and "activities," or "implementation"
was a part of the "structural demand" of this study.

Once these

concepts were formalized, accountability was examined through
each of these concepts as categories."
Categories of accountability include purposes, goals, ob
jectives, activities, support conditions, and evaluation.

A

clarification of some meanings of these categories provide a ba
sis for the examination of accountability systems.
There is a caution which should be indicated here which
raises the question about the use of "system" as a label for what
is often discussed as accountability.

A system is formally taken

to refer to any ordering of categories which have their sequence
and variables, definition type and general objectives all based

"A concept becomes a category whenever the concept is
seen as a determinate agency in relationship to another category
—becomes an informing rule or instrument.

Table 2.

Definitions of Accountability by a Definitional Type

Definitional Type"

Definition

Example:

"Accountability"

Intentional:
Lexical

a definition found in a diction
ary; usually defines a word by
stating a usage of the word;
definition is reduced to its
base morpheme

"Subject to the obligation to re
port, explore or explain, or jus
tify something; responsible;
answerable" (Random House 1968,
p. 10).

Antonym/Synonym

definition by comparison with
a more familiar word, the com
parison can take the form of a
similar term (synonym) or a
term with an opposite meaning
(antonym)

"In its most basic aspect, the
concept of educational accounta
bility is a process designed to
ensure that any individual can de
termine for himself if the schools
are producing the results prom
ised" (Lessinger and Tyler 1971,
p. 52).

Genus-Differentia

"definitions based on generic
categories or meaning with spe
cification of characteristics
which differentiate the term
from others with the generic
category" (Saunders 1968a,
p. 138).

"Accountability is the product of
a process. At its most basic lev
el, it means that an agent, public
or private, entering into a con
tractual agreement to perform a
service will be held answerable
for performing according to agreedupon terms, within an established
time period, and with a stipulated
use of resources and performance
standards" (Lessinger and Tyler
1971, p. 29).

Table 2, Continued

Definitional Type*

Definition

Example:

"Accountability"

Operational:
Stipulative

a definition given to a term by
an expressed demand or an ar
rangement among those who will
use the term

"Accountability is a negotiated
relationship in which the partici
pants agree in advance to accept
specified rewards and costs on the
basis of evaluation findings as to
the attainment of specified ends"
(Hosthrop, Mecklenburger, and
Wilson 1973, p. 51).

Ostensive

definition given by either di
rectly pointing at the object
or situation being defined or
by citing an example or the
definition

"Accountability refers to the pro
cess of expecting each member of
an organization to answer to some
one for doing specific things ac
cording to specific plans and
against certain timetables to ac
complish tangible performance re
sults" (Lopez 1970, p. 231).

Theoretical

"a process definition of a con
cept involving the determinate
consequences that could be an
ticipated on the basis of a
comprehensive, logical, and
systematic analysis of that
concept" (Saunders 1968a,
p. 138).

"Educational accountability serves
to explain the results that are
being achieved by public elementa
ry and secondary schools. It pro
vides a basis for developing
understanding of the relationship
between quality in education and
available resources in order to
make educational improvements"
(Olson 1975, p. G).

"For a comprehensive discussion of definitional types, see Decker and Saunders
(1976, pp. 138-139).

on a common pattern or held together by a continuous pervasive.
Thus, a system is illustrated in a "filing system," a system on
a production line, or a uniform effort to grow where the process
of growth is controlled and made deliberate by the continuous
application of systematic principles or guidelines.
This concern for "systems" as systems raises the further
question of the source of the criteria through which a system can
be identified and monitored.

These criteria must emerge from a

model, assumed or made explicit, in which the very designation
and ordering, the selection and patterning of the categories and
criteria to be used for any accountability system can be devel
oped and made operational.
By attending to the need for a generic model from which
to review the various components of the accountability systems,
the reviewer can readily see the need to set the components of
any accountability system into a specific series or on a generic
continuum (Saunders and Blake 1976).
The sequence in which these categories, as components
suggested by the model, were discussed as the initial step in
setting criteria in reviewing accountability systems is outlined
here.
The categories follow an inclusion principle, an hier
archical pattern, in that the definition of a specific category
is derived from a more inclusive, broader category.
gories are discussed in the following sequence:

These cate
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1.

purposes

2.

goals

3.

objectives

4.

activities

5.

support conditions

6.

evaluation.

Purposes are the desired ends for specific activities.
Although not often stated prior to undertaking an activity, the
activity is done for a reason, for a desired result.

In terms

of the sequence of categories, purposes provide the starting
point from which to derive action and to which all evaluation
will be tied to measure success of all efforts to bring about
the desired results.

A purpose can be seen as a purpose when

ever a criterion can be formulated by which to establish a de
terminate step in the progress toward a specified goal, i.e., an
evaluation or performance review can be accomplished on specifi
able grounds.
The history of philosophy is replete with critical analy
ses of the origins of purposes.

Philosophers, Aristotle for ex

ample, believed that all objects possessed their own ends from
their beginning, e.g., an acorn is destined to become an oak
tree.

Arguments supporting this position are referred to as

teleogical in nature and when applied to accountability assume
that the end result of the particular measure is sufficient to
exhaust the meaning of the accountability goal.
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At the other end of the continuum of discussions about
purposes, hedonists argue that man creates his own ends and that
these should therefore be pleasurable.

A crucial distinction

must be made between hedonists who use the principle of pleasure
as a criterion of daily action and those who see pleasure as the
long range principle which directs and sets daily action in per
spective, i.e., may not be entertained as a short range goal.
Accountability for the former hedonist can only be monitored by
making sure that no action resulting in pain is ever pursued.

On

the other hand, the second type of hedonist can quickly point out
that those who act "in their own enlightened long term self in
terest" (Burns 1977, n.p.) can participate in the most effective
of personal, professional, and community purposes, in the cele
brated moments and cherished ideals of all human effort.
This study was not directly concerned with the analytic
inquiries into the origins of purposes, but rather assumes that
purposes stipulatively form the starting and ongoing reference
points for action.

When stated in a generic form, purposes pro

vide the parameters and the bench marks for establishing goals.
Purposes are usually stated in vague, non-sharable, im
precise terms.

However, in the process of making clear the key

terms of purpose statements, goals are established.

Goals are

operationally developed definitions of a value held by the person
often expressed in terms.
Expressed operationally, goals serve to point to what is
known, e.g., knowing when a desired result has been accomplished.
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Goals provide the criteria for measuring a single objective and
also for coordinating the activities derived from different ob
jectives designed to contribute to the accomplishment of the
given goal.
Discussing goals that are used in education, Paul Plowman
(1971, p. xxii) stated that, "A goal is a statement that proposes
desired and valued competencies, states of being, and/or general
levels of proficiency to be achieved.

Goals are achieved through

the accomplishment of objectives within an educational entity."
Objectives are derived from the language of the goals and
are specifications ascribed to the major concepts contained with
in a goal.

The specifications are operationally stated and cap

able of measurement to determine the phases of completion.
Plowman (1971, p. xxii) further stated, "An objective is
defined as a quantifiable and/or observable achievement accom
plished under specifiable conditions.

Objectives should reflect

the critical factors required for the accomplishment of a goal."
Saunders (in Lee 1975, p. 5) succinctly defined an objec
tive as "a goal in the process of being stated in terms of a
series of tasks."

This is an operationalized value in progress.

Objectives derived from a single goal taken collectively
assure the attainment of that goal and the objectives are mutu
ally exclusive while addressing the wide range of problems iden
tified by the goal.
Objectives should be stated in such a way that specific
activities can be directly derived.

Objectives provide the
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evaluation criteria for identifying and measuring the completion
of an activity.
Activities are the specific tasks required to accomplish
an objective from which they are derived.

The activities should

be stated in precise terms; that is, stated in a way that these
performances can be specified and measured.
When activities are established there are usually a num
ber of support conditions that must accompany the activities in
order to complete them.
tic requirements.

These conditions can be viewed as logis

For example, the completion of a task, such as

teaching a course, necessitates that a teacher and curriculum ma
terials be available.
The last category of accountability to be discussed in
this study is evaluation.

Evaluation is the most generic of all

the categories of accountability, since it in one sense provides
for the measurement of accomplishment for each of the other cate
gories, in a second sense gives meaning to the measurement infor
mation by supplying the subject matter discipline and additive
variables to perform the assessment; and in the third and most
comprehensive way, entails the need to specify an over-arching
design or model within which substantive knowing can be justified
and integrated in some comprehensive manner.

As Saunders and

Blake (1976, p. 127) stated:
Evaluation at this level
more than measurement in any
than category identification
Evaluation, in sense, refers

of sophistication becomes
sense. It assures much more
and procedural monitoring.
to a generic process of
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valuing, of constructing cherished futures, of assiduous
ly guarding those human meanings which constitute man's
greatest contributions to man.
Having identified ''cherished futures," the evaluation
process will only hold accountable activities in those categories
associated with what is valued.

In this way, evaluation is in

forming, legislating what is to be undertaken to accomplish the
desired result.
Therefore, as informing agents or hypotheses, evalua
tions are extensions of valuations; they are restatements of
goals and operations in terms of identifiable results.

Evalua

tions inform activities, rather than serve as measures of success
at the completion of an activity.
Accountability systems are composed of these categories,
in that whenever a system is formalized, the categories are al
ways present as parameters for discussing accountability.
in a model, the categories constitute a plan.

Placed

As Saunders (in

Lee 1975, p. 5) has stated, "A plan can be generally defined as a
design which effectively reduces the potential randomness of ac
tivities toward some purpose.

It is the deliberateness of action

that provides the basis for holding all actions accountable."

Accountability Criteria:

Levels of Evaluation

The effective administration of any organization is, at
least in part, dependent upon the existence of accountability
goals and systems, and the part these systems play in monitoring
performance reviews.

Accountability systems are logically
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connected to the goals and objectives from which they were either
explicitly or implicitly derived.
Accountability systems can only be examined in respect to
a more generic model which legislates the way in which discussion
about the categories and variables associated with accountability
systems can take place.
A generic model designed to frame discussions about ac
countability and to develop accountability systems will be of
value, since it allows the accountability process to become de
liberate.

The model will also provide a stabilizing influence on

emerging factors which can be integrated into the model's
categories.
A major concern in the use of accountability criteria is
the fragmented and often disjointed way in which some idea or ac
tion is held to be accountable.

For instance, if there is an

assessment, there must be a thing assessed and a rule by which it
is assessed.
When the thing assessed and the rule used to assess it
are set in tandem, it becomes immediately apparent that other
rules also apply, directly or indirectly, to the same action.
The question then must be raised as to how these rules can be
kept "in line" with the thing assessed and the objectives from
which the thing assessed emerges.
When the criteria from one set of objectives are used di
rectly or inadvertantly with another objective, confusion must
arise.

Moreover, when there are multiple objectives, and a
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plethora of activities, and thereby multiple criteria, some way
must be formalized by which to maintain order and sequence, rele
vance and uniformity.
Accountability criteria, then, must be defined at differ
ent levels, and must be related to one another in a format which
will allow clear articulation of those activities being related
and the way in which they are being evaluated.
Three levels for defining accountability criteria can be
used.

At one level criteria are used to examine the "data" of

the system.

Data are the things produced by or resulting from

the activities of the system.
At a second level criteria can be used to examine the
"structure" of the accountability instruments used to collect the
data of the first level.

The structure of the instruments is the

way in which the categories are arranged.
Third level criteria require an examination of the "per
spective" used to develop the system and will not only dictate the
type of system developed but also will legislate the exact type
of data to be collected.

In other words, the perspective pro

vides an informing hypothesis for all subsequent actions and
evaluations.
The levels for defining accountability can themselves be
discussed in three ways in terms of the levels of evaluation.
Each level of accountability criteria can be examined by a spe
cific type of evaluation peculiar to that level.
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Saunders and Blake (1976, pp. 124, 125, 126) have framed
three levels of evaluation:
Measurement
. . . involves a descriptive process whereby data are
collected and collated, normed and assigned some form of
statistical significance.
Evaluation
. . . establishes the need to monitor the selection
of categories to be used in any given evaluation as well
as to monitor the procedures used to implement the
evaluation.
Valuation
. . . entails the need to specify an overarching de
sign or model within which substantive knowing can be
justified and integrated in some comprehensive manner.
By relating the levels of accountability criteria to the
levels of evaluation, specific types of accountability measures
can be identified.

Table 3 presents a format for this

relationship.
Specific accountability criteria can only be established,
in a complex accountability system, by setting parallels which
themselves must be identified and formalized in such a way as to
be determinate of the relations set for the criteria of which the
categories are directing agencies.
For instance, when a category and a variable (or a pro
gram and a category) are to be interrelated, formats with at
least two axes will be necessary.
The scope of the format as found in the literature is
usually determined by the task to be confronted; i.e., whether or

Table 3.

Format for Interrelating Variables and Categories of a System:
Criteria and Levels of Evaluation

Criteria

Measurement

Evaluation

Accountability

Valuation

Perspective
for
Accountability
Purpose

the value behind the
accountability sys
tem is measured
against acceptable
values

the over-arching value
is examined for its
structural integrity
as a value system

examines the value of
identifying a value
base from which to
derive an accountabil
ity system

Structure of
Accounta bility
Instrument

instruments used to
collect data are
taken into
consideration

categories and vari
ables of the collec
tion instruments as
well as the proce
dures for collecting
the data are examined

reason for the selec
tion and/or construc
tion of the specific
instrument is
scrutinized

Data
Collection

quantitative measure
ment of what is to
result from the
activity

evaluation includes
discussion of contexts
in which data gain
meanings

recognition of the es
tablished value for
collection for specified data
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not the components are to be categories and variables, or, by a
subtle lateral level jump, programs and categories.
The exact items to be related in the format vary as the
various items are adjacent in the hierarchy of the system.

For

example, at one level, variables may be related to categories and
their relationship displayed in this format.
the categories can be related programs.

At another level

Figure 4 illustrates

this point.
How, then, and this is the point of the above discussion,
does one develop a way to set generic patterns through which it
is possible to assure the integrity of the diverse efforts to
present rather complex issues in accountability?

Accountable Accountability: Criteria for the
Evaluation of Accountability Models
Any proposal of how accountability is to be accomplished
entails a review and understanding of the concept of models.
When a design is set which performs the same function for all relatable factors, a basic model emerges.

When, and this is the

most comprehensive issue, the model which accomplishes these in
terrelated functions is used, it must be held accountable by cri
teria which are generic enough to be categories for other more
substantive models, the model is then a model for models.
While it was not the intent of this study to reinvent a
model, it was necessary for the integrity of the study to have
examined the necessity for having a generic model from which to
derive accountability models and perhaps more importantly to

A. Programs versus Categories
Programs

Categories.

Figure 4.

B. Categories versus Variables
Categories

Variables

Use of Format for Relating Various Items to Be Held Accountable
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articulate the criteria for the selection of the particular
generic model that formed the foundation for this study.
A model or structure is necessary as a construct within
which the development of accountability as a concept can take
place.

A model will allow for each component category and each

type of accountability to be examined and interrelated in a
methodological format.
There are some minimum conditions for establishing a
model, in addition to the identification of a model for models.
These conditions provide the rules and language for identifying,
collating, and evaluating accountability models.

As fundamental

to all discussion regarding the structure of accountability, the
rules and language can be used to construct an accountable ac
countability model.
These other conditions are:
1.

The values underlying the model must be shared.

That is,

assumptions behind a model and the way in which the as
sumptions are assumed must be recognizable to anyone who
utilizes the model.
2.

The way in which the categories and variables of a model
are defined is also a measure for evaluating a model.
Definitions should be stated explicitly in accordance
with specific definitional types.

3.

The model must have structural integrity.

Model integri

ty means that the model's structure satisfies the minimum
canons of science.

For instance, the model must be

composed of the fewest number of categories (parsimony).
The components must be related and sequenced in a delib
erate way (integrated).

And, the model must be able to

be duplicated at any time and in any place (replicability) wherever the definitions and categories are related
in the format of the initial model.
4.

All models are made up of categories.

The way in which

the categories are defined and interrelated determines
the specific model and its applicability.

The categories

of a model, in general, represent the areas of activity
as exhaustive, necessary, mutually exclusive and
determinate.
5.

The model should legislate action and not be limited to
data collection, measurement, or monitoring.

The evalua

tion criteria developed within the model must give mean
ing to activities that accomplish objectives.

The

criteria, as rules for identifying the accomplishment of
activities and objectives, must not be developed apart
from the activities and objectives.

They must provide

the foundation for their own attainment, be agents of
their own completion.

It can be expected that any accountability model that is
itself to be held accountable must adhere to the rules and cri
teria stipulated above as ways to evaluate any model.

A funda

mental condition for any accountability system is that it be a
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case of itself, i.e., the system itself must be accountable, it
must present what it represents.

To be held accountable, the

system must satisfy a minimum set of criteria used to measure all
such systems at each level of its structure.

These criteria can

be specified by examining the structural demands required of an
accountability system.
All accountability systems must adhere to the following
criteria:
1.

Identification of a model:

a system in which the compo

nents are arranged for evaluative purposes must place the
components in some relationship; e.g., a serial sequence,
which would result in a checklist format; an inclusive
pattern, which would have evaluation criteria to measure
interval relationships of the various components within
the system; and contextual-relational format, which would
have each evaluation criteria tied to specific components
of the system as well as summative evaluation criteria to
evaluate the entire system.
2.

Model integrity:

integrity of the model which demands

careful attention to precision, clear criteria, consis
tency, parsimony, categorical meaning and all the minimum
canons of logical rigor.
3.

Categorical determinancy:

categories and variables where

categories are generic classifications that, taken col
lectively, define the scope or areas in which activities
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must be completed in order to accomplish a goal or
objective.
4.

Variables:

variables as those areas or topics that must

be considered by each category to complete an accounta
bility system.
5.

Categorical sequence:

sequence of the categories and

variables within the model to provide a hierarchical re
lationship or taxonomic system.
6.

Categorical interdependence:

interrelatedness of the

categories and variables that is accomplished by having
the definitions of terms within the categories and vari
ables derived from the "key" terms of the preceding cate
gory .or variable.
7.

Assessability:

measurability and shareability of the

terms attained by utilizing operational definitions in
ostensive patterns.
8.

Procedural implementation:

procedures for implementing

the system so that the system is shareable to the open
community in terms of an explicit procedural set of ac
tivities or sequences.

Accountability systems, to be systems, must adhere to the
basic conditions described above.

Therefore, the critical review

of the related literature to be developed in Chapter 3 of this
study used these conditions as a basis and as criteria for the
critical review.
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Furthermore, these same conditions provided the funda
mental criteria for the accountability system which was developed
within this study.

This system is presented in Chapter 4.

CHAPTER 3

SELECTED LITERATURE: A REVIEW
AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS

One question about accountability which ought
to be the object of debate is whether the many
means of achieving accountability in education
can themselves be held accountable (Pyatte 1974).

This section on the review and analysis of the literature
on accountability is designed to present selected materials re
lated to accountability from three different levels of concern
about the processes of evaluation.

The three levels of these

processes involved those major categories used in all accounta
bility efforts whether or not the accountability categories are
explicitly systematized or specified as categories.

These cate

gories are generic to all evaluations as accountability.

All ac

countability deals with the:
1.

Primary intent or goal to be attained by measuring, as
sessing or evaluating, i.e., the objectives or purposes
for accountability.

2.

Format or framework in which the data to be evaluated are
classified, named and subsequently interpreted, i.e., the
structure or the accountability system determines how
data are to be used.
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3.

Data or material, people or things to be evaluated or
placed into an accountability system, i.e., the data se
lected to be included by the evaluation or accountability
are both incidental and yet the focus of the report to
the agency involved.

Inasmuch as accountability does derive its essential mean
ing from an established or accepted goal for which some function
or person is responsible, the sequence from the goal or purpose,
to the activities which ostensibly constitute the process of at
taining the goal must include the transitional or relational pro
cesses and factors which bridge the goal/activity continuum.
These relational processes include the categories used to
collate and justify- the evaluation process.""
These three levels of categories are paralleled in dif
ferent accountability designs, yet, there are criteria specified
only for the data activities.

The analysis of the other levels

is left to test construction specialists or, in the case of pur
poses and goals, is left to the open community and legislators,
corporation heads and corporation boards.

The most frequent

omission from accountability efforts is a clear statement of the
criteria needed for each level, and of the precise nature of the
connections between levels of the continuum.

The omission of

""Justify" is a term to vindicate or validate the specif
ic activities in a goal system.
""But not the accountable goal which requires another set
of criteria.

these criteria as specific instruments leaves the evaluation un
structured and nonmethodological in that a goal may be designated
for which the categories and activities as wholly unappropriate.
An accountability process which derives its activities
and collations from the goals or purposes of the system must
state the purposes and justify these purposes in such a way as to
make the derivation of the criteria and the final accountability
a determinate sequence.
The literature selected for inclusion in this section
sets a framework which attempted to identify each of the levels
of categories (see Figure 5).

The material selected was placed

in rank order in the section to reflect the acceptability of the
literature quotes by the criteria designated by this study.

This

is to say that the end of this section quoted those writers who
have done the most to promote the clarity of accountability pro
cesses in terms of the criteria established by this study.

Testing
A commonly used method for evaluating the performance of
educational programs is Standardized Testing.

A justification

for the testing movement is given by Henry Levin (1974, p. 364)
in his statement that "The presumption underlying the performance
reporting interpretation is that information on educational out
come is necessary to enable constituents to appraise the profi
ciencies of the schools."
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V^Evaluation
^sQategory
Goal or
Purpose

Format or
Categories

Activities

Area of
Accountability^

Education

Business

Personal

Figure 5.

Areas of Accountability and Evaluation Categories
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However, what is not discussed is the model and the val
ues that include standardized testing as a method for evaluation.
A look at the type of "information on education outcomes" ob
tained from this form of testing implicitly reveals the model
used in this approach.
The argument can be presented in the form of a logical
sequence:
Standardized testing measures student performance.
Education programs are measured by standardized testing.
Educational programs are measured by student performance.
In standard logical form this argument appears as
If A is B.
and C is A
than C is B.
But in order for this argument to hold, the middle term,
or A, must carry the same meaning in both the first and second
premises.

In the case of the standardized testing argument, is

the argument valid?
student performance?

What is the educational program measured by
At best educational programs are simplis-

tically evaluated by student performance on tests.

Testing is

coincidental with the material presented in the classroom since
teachers are not usually allowed access to the tests or the test
items.
On the other hand, "student performance," tied to the
"educational programs," is the material never actually
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comprehensively identified in the classroom setting.

In an in

terview with Harold Shane (1977, p. 84), Secretary of Labor,
Wilard Wirtz commented that ". . . the U. S. simply had not
caught up with the emerging purposes (of education).

The country

had not taken steps that were necessary to successfully incor
porate the changing composition of the test taking population
into the educational structure."
This indictment was made in reference to the inability of
minorities to score in a comparable range with students from the
mainstream population.

More generally, the statement can refer

to the failure of the model which gives rise to standardized
testing to adequately identify the full range of categories and
variables, and to put the categories into the appropriate focus
needed to provide a meaningful measure of "educational
performance."
A country-wide movement, the National Assessment of Edu
cational Program (NAEP) was started in 1970 as ". . .a plan to
systematically sample the skills, knowledge, and attitudes of
youth and to report the results to all people involved directly
or indirectly in the ongoing percent of improving education"
(Henderson 1973, p. 3).
A limitation of the movement is that it utilizes stan
dardized tests and will thus measure only what the instruments
are designed to identify and not necessarily what, and more im
portantly how, students learn (Decker 1977).
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Recognizing these failures in the application of stan
dardized testing, several testing experts have suggested the de
velopment of specialized tests to measure the effectiveness of
specific programs to produce the results for which they were in
tended.

Tests of this type are referred to as criterion refer

enced tests.
Stated in another way:

"Norm-referenced tests

determine an examinee's status in relationship to that of a nonactive group (Johnny scored at the 76th percentile.), whereas
criterion referenced tests attempt to identify whether an exam
inee can display a clearly defined class or behavior" (Popham
1977, p. 258).
But still, criterion-referenced tests fail on fundamental
grounds when education is seen to occur in levels of abstraction
(Saunders 1969, Davis and Saunders 1973).

At the first level

facts, or data, are learned but cannot gain their meaning until
they are placed in a context or syntactical relationship with the
pieces of information giving them relational significance.

With

in this level, the most powerful meaning requires not only a re
lationship among terms within a given subject matter but also a
way of methodologically interrelating the various subject matter
disciplines.
The third level of abstraction provides the basis for the
deliberate selection of an action from among a group of alterna
tive actions.

At the third level the issues are value orienta

tions, philosophic systems, and moral obligations.
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A simple example of these levels can be illustrated by
tracing through a lesson plan on the use of firearms.
Level 1:

A detailed discussion with hands-on exercises

in the handling, care, and firing of a gun.
Level 2:

A discussion of the uses of guns; e.g., as a

means for participating in the American Revolution, as a
weapon for hunting food, and as an instrument for sport in
target shooting.
Level 3:

A discussion of the moral obligation of re

specting the need for open inquiry within a democratic so
ciety and not resorting to the use of guns as a means for
winning an argument.
This brief illustration of levels of learning, and there
fore instructing, points out a fundamental flaw in both stan
dardized and criterion referenced testing as means for evaluation
and the sole basis for an accountability system.

These tests

fail to take into consideration the more comprehensive aspects of
education and reduce learning to the students' ability to retain
first level information.
Tests do provide some baseline information.

However, it

is important that the results of testing be held in proper per
spective.

This view is shared by Roy H. Forbes (1977, p. 277),

as he stated:
, . . education assessment is only one instrument to
be used in evaluating scholastic programs. It is neces
sary to go beyond the results of any type of test or
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survey and determine needs, diagnostic problems, and pre
scribe alternative measures appropriate to each school
system.
However, any type of testing instrument does not re
veal everything about the quality of the education stu
dents are receiving. (Underlining mine.)
The reduction of the evaluation of educational processes
to the measure of what is learned as measured by a testing in
strument is a reason for not considering tests as a sufficient
means for measuring educational program effectiveness.

Testing

programs should be seen as little more than components of larger
more comprehensive accountability systems, systems that give di
rection to educational activity by using variables and designs
involving a wide range of criteria and qualitative components.
These components will be significant contributors to the "bottom
line" of educational meaning in the future (Decker 1977).

As

Forbes (1976, p. 70) has stated, "The ultimate success of Na
tional Assessment depends upon the actual use of assessment re
sults as guides in education decision evaluating."

Performance Contracting
In 1969 an experiment in the planning, development, and
implementation of educational services was conducted in Texarkana, Arkansas.

The experiment was one that saw the local school

board establish criteria for providing educational services for
the community.

What made the situation different from the rest

of the school districts throughout the country was that it would
implement the programs through the local school system structure.
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The Texarkana board sought proposals from companies who would be
responsible and held accountable for accomplishment of the goals
set forth by the board.

Thus, this experiment was the first

full-scale public attempt at performance contracting.
As Assistant Commissioner of Education Leon Lessinger
(1970c, p. 18) pointed out, "Essentially, a performance contract
is an agreement by a firm or individual to produce specified re
sults by a certain date, using acceptable methods, for a set fee."
Further, he (1970c, p. 35) stated, "In the field of education for
basic skills, we can specify that after a given program children
be able to do certain things, such as earning a minimum score on
a standardized test.

Like the engine builder, the educational

contractor is. bound to meet the established criteria."
The not so subtle assumption of performance contracting
is that once the grounds for the development of an accountable
educational system and for the identification of a major concern
is made, the system follows automatically.

This assumption usu

ally assumes that there is a clearly-defined community-accepted
goal for educational activity.

Yet the systems of evaluation are

immobilized by the absence of clear categories and methods.
From a systems, or technician point of view, the above
assumptions should make possible the development of a sound edu
cational program.

Henry Levin (1974, pp. 365-366) succinctly spe

cified the value of performance contracting as an approach to
providing educational service when he stated:
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A second perspective is that of accountability as a
technical process. This approach also assumes that there
is a reasonable unanimity on the goals of schooling and
the problem is the technical one of getting the goods de
livered at a reasonable cost. Within this framework
exists a variety of mechanisms which are intended to cor
rect the deficiencies noted by the performance-reporting
system. Particular technical approaches are proposed for
delivering educational services or for evaluating the
operations of schools in the context of managerial deci
sion making. The use of these devices is expected to
improve the accountability of the educational enterprise
by raising the level of goal attainment for any given
budget or by reducing the cost of obtaining objectives.
Leon Lessinger (1975, p. 703), considered to be the
father of the educational accountability movement and the chief
advocate for performance contracting, provided further clarifica
tion of "technical process" of education:
An educational system like a school, school district,
or college, is composed of many subsystems. Each sub
system is a group of components which has been integrated
to accomplish a purpose. . . . The primary subsystem, of
course, is the instructional system. We can define that
system as an integrated set of media, equipment, methods,
and personnel efficiently and effectively performing the
functions required to accomplish one or more objectives.
It involves people, teachers, students, principles,
media, equipment, methods, space, time, all working to
gether in some way to achieve purposes, objectives, out
comes .... The instructional system's job is to
achieve specified learning, and if it does not meet ex
pectations, it is changed and rechecked until it does.
Advocates of performance contracting can be criticized
because they do not address the complex issue of how the "sub
systems" of education are to be combined into an "integrated set."
These advocates are correct in recognizing the need to define
educational activity in a systematic way.
For example, Lessinger (1975, p. 703) noted that educa
tion involves "... people, teachers, students, principals,
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media, equipment, methods, space, time . . .," but he does not
confront the problems of establishing the rules for integrating
these factors, nor does he seem to be concerned about the hier
archical structure necessary to place the factors into a meaning
ful system.
The point made in the above quotation is a matter of con
cern.

This approach by Levin (1974) and Lessinger (1975) to ac

countability "... assumes that there is a reasonable unanimity
on the goals of schooling . . . ."

Given this assumption, the

educational process is reduced to means separated from ends.
This separation leads directly to a variety of absurdities.
As an instrument, education can be put forth in an effi
cient manner to accomplish any goals.

This may at first appear

to be desirable and even consistent with democratic ideals.

But,

after careful examination, the issue of accountability, although
taken care of at an implementation level, has no method for evalu
ation at the most important value level.

Thus, performance con

tracting is merely a method for evaluating the means of
education but not the ends of education.

The testing program for

contracting usually involves a conflict of interest between those
providing the testing programs and materials and the influence
these same people have on the objectives of education which must
be evaluated by the tests the same people propose.
The severity of the inadequacy of the performance con
tracting approach to accountability to confront the more generic

issue of the aims of education can be discussed in relation to
Lessinger's (1977, p. 155) statement that,
. . . quality in accountability is defined as fitness
for use as judged by the user. The results that a system
should account for center on such areas as physical fit
ness, vocational fitness, civic fitness, economic fitness,
and so forth. With this definition of quality, schools
have the solid basis for improving their efficiency and
effectiveness and hence, their productivity.
By neglecting the ends for education and equating educa
tion with its "cash value," Lessinger and other advocates of pe
formance contracting do not take into account "inquiry" as a
cherished value of a democratic society.

The perpetuation and

further refinement of a democracy depends upon the appreciation
for the methods of, and the content, knowledge and skills in
which to conduct inquiry.
The "use" of knowledge is the lowest level of learning
in that the direct utility of education would be its only value
Neither knowledge nor society would have the opportunity to re
generate and expand.
Boyd Bode (1943, pp. 94-95) made this point when he
observed:
The school, therefore, is clearly under the obliga
tion to show that democracy is a way of life which breaks
sharply from the past. It must not merely practice de
mocracy but must develop the doctrine so as to make it
serviceable as an intellectual basis for the organization
of life .... The idea of democracy, consequently,
cannot be disposed of by dealing with it in a separate
course and at some fixed point in the curriculum . . . .
Just as the reconstruction of patterns or outlook is a
constant concern throughout the school program, so the
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meaning of democracy as a way of life must be developed
progressively and inwoven with everything else, but with
out sacrifice of clarity. The school is par excellence,
the institution to which a democratic society is en
titled to look for clarification of the meaning of de
mocracy .... The school is pecularily the institution
in which democracy becomes conscious of itself. (Under
lining mine.)
It may be necessary but certainly not sufficient for ac
countability systems to be effective and efficient with directly
quantitative objectives.

Management Information Systems
The need for well designed evaluation systems has been
established by most people associated with accountability issues
(Lessinger 1970c; Levin 1974).

The business community has been

developing, refining, and utilizing management information sys
tems (MIS) for many years.

As described by Coleman and Riley

(1973, p. 26) an effective MIS must not be developed or imple
mented in isolation from direction giving goals:
be designed to meet goals of the organization.

"Each MIS must

To do this it is

necessary to integrate MIS with operational and long-range busi
ness plans; if designed independently, the MIS subsequently
fails.,T
The value of MIS is in the information it provides in re
gard to the resources associated with the educational process.
It is clear to most practitioners of MIS that the systems are not
to be taken as complete accountability systems since they are not
intended for use in developing and evaluating the goals of
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business or education.

Coleman and Riley (1973, pp. 26-27) con

curred with this understanding of the value of MIS when they
wrote:
Any MIS is part of a larger total system, having as its
objective effective use of resources to accomplish desired
goals. Designing an MIS so that it can contribute to the
total system requires analyzing and describing the organi
zations' functional compounds in terms of their outputs and
their interrelationships and then placing these relation
ships together to form a mosaic of the total functional or
ganization. MIS design is a continuous process, each phase
blending into the next, consistent with an overall plan.
The "phases" that keep track of the "organizationsT func
tional components" provide information in areas such as financial
statistics and decision-making results.
Performance Evaluation Reporting Technique (PERT), which
is discussed in Chapter 4, and Program Planning Budgeting System
(PPBS) are two methods for gathering management information.

As

an illustration of an MIS, Grieder (1970, p. 14) stated that an
effective PPBS "... centers on resource allocation with the ob
ject of attempting to get the greatest return on the investment
of resources in education.

This involves, of course, identifying

objectives, alternatives in allocation of resources, and measure
ment of outcomes."

Although better designed than Performance

Contracting Systems, the limitation on the use of MIS designs as
accountability systems is the same as for PCS.

Information Sys

tems do not, nor do they purport to, take into consideration the
identification, or development of educational goals.

Rather, the

systems associated with MIS provide sophisticated means and tech
nical processes for monitoring educational activity.

At best the
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systems supply accurate data for that which can be used in the
evaluation of the educational process.

But, by design, the sys

tems have no means for analyzing the relative merits of the edu
cational goals from which the activities of education are
derived.

Educational Goals
One common criterion of each of the types of accountabil
ity systems discussed thus far is that they all are dependent
upon, but do not make deliberate, the establishment of the goals
for educational activity.

Neff (1973, p. 13) related Boyd Bode's

observation about efficiently operated school systems saying that
"There is little comfort, when we don't know where we are going,
in being assured that we are on our way and traveling fast."
The severity of the problem of neglecting the establish
ment of the ends of education while being concerned with the re
finement of the technical processes for providing education is
instantly clear when we realize that the same educational ap
proaches have been, and are, used in countries with opposing
political assumptions, e.g., democracy, facism, and communism.
As Neff (1973, pp 3, 16) indicated:
The point is that when ends become reduced to means,
when the performance of acts becomes a substitute for
thoughtful appraisal of purpose, performance behavior
becomes an end in itself, and purpose and meaning be
comes[sic ]obscured . . .
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It is precisely because methods and techniques can be
geared to questionable and conflicting ends that a rein
statement of the crucial role of principles, purposes,
and values is our most pressing educational need.
A casual inquiry into the need to establish educational
goals from which to derive and develop accountability systems
substantiates this requirement.

A moderate use of rigor in exam

ining the inquiry method demonstrates this need analytically.
The issue for accountability is to determine the method that
should be used to establish the goals for education.
Turner (1977), recognizing that the main issue of ac
countability is the establishment of ends, offered a method de
pendent upon total involvement of all those individuals to be
affected by the accountability system.

He (1977, p. 237) stated:

If accountability involves control, responsibility,
and blame (failure to meet some criterion), then surely
those who are to be held accountable must be agents in
their own planning. Accountability is simply a tool,
to be used for good or ill, in the appropriate context.
Only by involving those who will be held accountable
(teacher, administrator, student, community) in the ac
countability design process, can accountability have a
meaningful and lasting impact on education.
Following a similar approach, the Michigan Forum of Edu
cational Organizations (in Balmer 1977, p. 213) recommended that:
An accountability plan (model, system) focusing
primarily on improving education is best achieved when
developed at the local school building level. Goals
and priorities should be identified and developed co
operatively by persons most directly involved: parents,
teachers, students, and other school staff in the local
school district and school building. Educational goals
should be selected or developed by these local school
people rather than mandated by the state.
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Although proponents of the position that the goals of
education are of primary importance are correct in their obser
vation, these proponents err in not placing sufficient importance
on the development and implementation of accountability systems.
These proponents fall prey to the criticism that the goals of
education may be necessary conditions for holding educational
activities accountable, but they are not sufficient nor exhaus
tive.

Goals cannot be obtained without the accomplishment of

specific activities.

Goals and activities, evaluation and mea

surement must come together in a comprehensive system.

Systems Approach
Literature on the subject tends to dichotomize accounta
bility issues into two parts:

the goals of education, and the

technical processes used to accomplish the goals.

But, can these

two parts be separated and an effective accountability program
developed?

Do the goals require precisely designed and sequenced

activities in order for the goals to be accomplished?

And, in an

inverse way, do educational activities need an endpoint or objec
tive from which to gain direction and integration?
The systems approach to accountability is predicated upon
the assumption that the goals-activities, means-ends relation
ships is a continuum.

As C. West Churchman (1968, p. 11), the

father of the systems approach, stated:

"Systems are made up of

sets of components that work together for the overall objective
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of the whole.

The systems approach is simply a way of thinking

about these total systems and their components."
With only a casual nod at the unarticulated way of dis
cussing accountability, a true accountability system was devel
oped in accordance with specified rules for relating the various
components.

Mathews (1971, p. 21) substantiated this point when

he noted that "The system is composed of a series of components
which are interconnected in such a manner that there is coopera
tion between the activities of the various components and this
cooperation occurs according to some predetermined set of rules."
Some of the "rules" for relating components were discussed in
Chapter 2.

Unfortunately, many systems are developed without re

gard for adherence to these rules.
One rule that is crucial to the success of a system, and
is at the crux of the meaning of systems, is to require the sys
tem to have its component parts determinately related to the
overall goal of the system.

Churchman (1968, p. 43) stated that

"The ultimate aim of component thinking is to discover those com
ponents (missions) whose measures of performance are truly re
lated to the measure of performance of the overall system."
Churchman's observation indicates the need to discuss
evaluation, as used in an accountability system, must be applied
in at least two places:

with respect to the "overall system" and

with respect to the "components" of the system.

An important

point here is that the overarching goal contains, either expli
citly or implicitly, the evaluation criteria for measuring not
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only the form of its own attainment, but also the criteria for
the establishment of specific activities.
In discussing the role of goals and their relationship to
the establishment of objectives and a systematic approach for
goal accomplishment, Churchman (1968, p. 66) wrote:
The relationship between the goal setting and identi
fication of long-range objectives is important . . . .
The purpose of setting long-range objectives is to put
the short-range goals into their proper perspective,
i.e., to determine which are the most important goals.
As a consequence, the long-range objectives themselves
need to be stated in a fairly specific manner, else
their relationship to the goals becomes lost and their
role as an integrating function becomes meaningless.
The "integrating function" is key to the development of a
system.

If the goals become lost or are not used to integrate

components, the systems model itself becomes confusing.
Another problem that can occur with particular systems is
in their failure to adequately identify the types of interrela
tionships among the components or to provide the rules for precise
connections within the systems.

For example, the "system," of

fered by Levin (1974, p. 375) in Figure 6, provides no means for
entering nor any way of determining the reasons for choosing a
particular "feedback loop."
When fully developed the systems approach provides a
means for achieving accountability integrity, i.e., a comprehen
sive way of relating the various categories and variables of edu
cation in a unified approach to achieving desirable education and
goals.
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Accountability System for Education
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Colleen Decker (1977, p. 91), in identifying the ultimate
end of education as the "student's progress," demonstrated the
value of interrelatedness of the components when she wrote:

"The

goals of the schools set the framework in which specific program
objectives can be planned and put into operation.

A student's

progress can be measured only in terms of some level of expec
tancy for the student on the program objectives being used for
that student's program." (Underlining mine.)

Summary
In this chapter the range of literature addressing the is
sue of accountability was selectively surveyed.

Table 4 provides

a summary of the positions reviewed in the chapter and the major
criticism of each position.
The description of accountability systems, categories,
and variables (Table 4) presents parallels for accountability com
ponents and the criteria which can be used to clarify or set min
imum conditions for adequacy for an accountability systems or
models.

The criteria constitute an initial set for models which

apply to all accountability evaluation designs.
Since this chapter was structured in such a way that the
last position reviewed is considered to be most adequate in re
spect to the criteria developed in Chapter 2 for evaluating ac
countability models, Chapter 4 will present the development of a
model consistent with their criteria as guided by the three
criteria.
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Table 4.

Literature on Accountability Systems:
Variables and Criticisms

Accountability
System
Category

Description of
Accountability
Variables

Some Categories,

Criticisms of
the System
Criteria

The use of nationally
normed student tests
to evaluate the effec
tiveness of local edu
cational activities

.unarticulated model
assumptions,

Criterionreferenced
testing

The use of locally de
signed tests to evalu
ate the effectiveness
of local educational
activities

.does not account for
levels of abstraction
in learning

Performance
contracting

The contracting for
educational services
to be measured against
pre-established goals

.fails to address issue
of integrating compo
nents educational ac
tivity do not account
for the development of
educational goals,

Standardized
testing

.no necessary relation
between what is being
tested and what has
been taught

.reduces education to
the "cash value" of
ideas
Management
Information

The application of
specially designed in
formation retrieval
systems for use in
monitoring the effec
tiveness of an opera
tion or organization

.does not account for
the development of edu
cational goals

Educational
goals

The utilization of a
deliberate method for
the identification of
educational goals

.dichotomizes the rela
tionship between educa
tional goals and
educational processes

Systems
Approach

Systematic design of
education components
to accomplish desired
educational goal

.fails to develop sys
tems according to des
ignated rules
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CHAPTER 4

EVALUATION ACCOUNTABILITY: SOME CRITERIA,
CATEGORIES, AND A MODEL

Evaluation is at once the value and the process,
the object evaluated and the future possibility for
that object. Evaluation is never insulated nor does
it hide behind its object. Indeed, in a very real
sense, evaluation is the thing evaluated (Saunders
1980).

Evaluation is both complex and simple, of broad scope and
yet may be very specific.

1 • is almost trite to point out that

every evaluation implicitly includes:
1.

the pre-establishment of an expectation,

2.

the formulation of criteria that are both inherent in and
imposed by the informing hypotheses of the expectation,
and,

3.

the application of these criteria such that the evalua
tion of the product, procedures, and product outcomes
constitute the explicit substance of evaluation.

An examination of these components, components which are
usually left unarticulated in an evaluation, must lead the evaluator to a generic complexity which guides the formation of an
swers to the questions raised in reviewing the implicit
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components themselves.

This complexity becomes obvious whenever

the evaluation model used to guide, select categories for, and
justify the types of assessment is itself:
1.

observed or reviewed,

2.

examined or made explicit, or

3.

valued or formulated as a contributing agency in the
evaluation addressed.

When the model used to generate and guide the evaluation
is obscured, left implicit, or undervalued as a contributing
agency in the evaluation of objectives or expectations set, the
evaluation becomes equally vague and/or uninforming.

Evaluation

processes predicated upon such ambiguities can be viewed as ef
fective only by those who use instruments or criteria for evalua
tion which are themselves equally obscure.
On the other hand, where the model is reviewed, examined,
and addressed as essential to the evaluation, multiplying factors
emerge.

The evaluation assumes a professional and structural in

tegrity, an integrity which can make determinate the design, for
malization, and implementation of the evaluation.
What has contributed to the obscurantism where evaluators
initiate evaluation activities?

The answer can be found partly

in the hesitance of casual evaluators, and on occasion evaluation
technicians, to pursue the complexities of model language and the
attending emphases on the language and foci found in different
levels of terms such as:

"method," "models," "design";
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"criteria," "syntactical meaning," "categories"; "variables,"
*

"content," and "information" or "data."
Evaluators do not often distinguish between evaluation
types or phases, an omission which blurs distinctions between
measurement and measurement scales, instruments and assessment,
normative judgments and statistical methods, cultural influences
and cultural relevance, evaluation and valuation (Saunders and
Blake 1976).
It should be evident from the above concern for evalua
tion types and for evaluation terminology that evaluation is in
deed a complex activity, once a comprehensive in-depth
investigation of evaluation processes is initiated.
One way of reducing some of these complexities to direct
ly usable illustrations is by simulating an evaluation format
under construction and by designating the cumulative implications
of adding to a simple design or model by gradually incorporating
wider ranges of variables and categories into the model, an in
corporation which requires the addition of more complex syntacti
cal delineations.
The following discussion concerning a cumulative evalua
tion model building process should contribute to the clarifica
tion of the use of syntax lines and generic evaluation categories
in different model types with syntactical variations, e.g., where
model types carry a kind of meaning for terms to be included by
means of the particular syntax patterns used by the model type.
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The significance of the type of model employed in an
evaluation process can be demonstrated by an exercise designed to
illustrate how the evaluation components used in the evaluation
are placed on parallel axes.

The coordinates of these axes iden

tify the pattern of interrelationships needed to assess the ways
and degrees to which an expectation can be approximated.

There

are several ways to use syntactical coordinates, ways contingent
upon the model type being implemented.
A brief review of three model types—Target, Sequence,
and Relational—with respect to the implications of their syn
tactical divisions should prepare the way for the sequential
process involved in the piece by piece construction of an evalua
tion model.

The importance of the particular way the model syn

tax is developed can be seen by the dramatic way in which the
language of the evaluation and the resulting evaluations change
when there is a change in the syntax types" (Decker 1972).

Target Models
Target models use their "lines," transposed to their
evaluations, by restricting the language of the evaluations to
words that:
1.

set inclusion principles,

2.

establish transitive relationships, and

3.

place terms in a generic sequence.

*A detailed description of definition types was pre
sented in Chapter 2.
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The consequences and products of a target model evalua
tion are predetermined by definition and by the logical transi
tive sequence entailed, i.e., the predicates of a statement are
included in the structure of the model by the syllogistic form of
the model itself.

If an evaluation begins with a proposition re

ferring to a reasoned conclusion, as illustrated by the class of
inclusions in a target model, subsequent statements must follow a
particular form.

To use the standard examples for syllogistic

reasoning we can point out that "Men are Mortal" (Webster's Third
New International Dictionary 1961, p. 2315).

The statement or

premise refers to a description of data, e.g., man.

Subsequent

ideas are constrained to some variation of this major premise, as
in the case of the minor premise, where it can now be observed
that "Socrates is a man."
The structure of the argument assumes a kind of evalua
tion in the sense of belonging to a structural series, but does
not suggest, and cannot provide, an evaluation of adequacy out
side of the framework in which the idea is initially expressed,
i.e., a contingent transitive or symmetrical series.
The conclusion of the series is therefore that "Socrates
is mortal."

The premises at once constrain the form of the con

clusion as well as the actual words which can be used in the
conclusion.

The structure, however, does not necessarily have to

refer to any quantifiable objects.

A syllogistic series can be

said to present a form which can be valid without the need for
the qualifier that "... and there is an x such that . . . ."
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A Barbara syllogism is a valid form, AAA, with or without a spe
cific content.
Therefore all target model types used for evaluation de
signs are restricted in relevance to inclusion principle se
quences, and to irrelevance when used to quantify data, inasmuch
as the data are themselves irrelevant to the validity of the form
in which the data are expressed.

On the other hand, this issue

of form and data points up the characteristic of some evaluators
to form an evaluation process which may be valid in itself, but
be tangential to the data involved.
Review again for a moment, the use of circular charts
which purport to express the significant categories of a process
by depicting the sequence as a simple and direct series.
A target model can be used in evaluation designs wherever
the pervasive value base of the evaluation is, in a conceptual
sense, generic to and also a pervasive of the subsets of the mid
dle term usage for the related components or inclusions of the
generic concept (Figure 7).
This target concept can be a very appropriate evaluation
model wherever the generic base requires the use of inclusion
principles, principles which entail a particular language usage—
included in, part of, member of the class or, if this then what.
This model uses language that has as its objective the eventual
disclosure of the secret or obscured basis, or generating idea,
in which the determinations of relationships are now possible.
The Hegelian dialectic is probably the most influential example
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iOal
Category

Term

Men are mortal

focrates is morta.

Socrates
is a
man

Figure 7.

Syllogistic Relationships
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of the target principle in action.

The world wars could be and

have been rationalized on the basis of "spiritual" wars in search
of the "super race."

Evaluations of political leadership and the

"progress" of nations can and have been made through the use of
this model.
Target models, on the other hand, do have limitations
which can be easily identified when the issues to be addressed
include more terms than can be related with transitive principle
language.

Thus when there are four terms or concepts to be re

lated, a more elaborate design, a different logic type, must be
established or the relationship properties as the syntactical
patterns, become compounded and too cumbersome to be expressed in
a syllogistic format.
While there is nothing intrinsically wrong with the tar
get model, it does suffer from an inability to relate terms which
are incompatible to the three terms used, or terms which add al
ternatives or variables which do not share any obvious generic or
middle term with the two terms used in the major and minor prem
ises in the three-term evaluation."

Sequential Models
Sequential "models" are not models in the strict sense of
the word.

A model must meet a number of minimal criteria of

"Sorites forms can add to the scope of the syllogistic
procedures, but in the last analysis the three-term argument
which characterizes the target model still requires the inclusive
language which constrains the model to a procedural evaluation of
logical truth and to a sterile data evaluation system.
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adequacy."

One of these criteria is the need for morphological

equivalence of the syntax lines in a model, i.e., any lines, or
marks that are in conjunction must all be equivalent when they
are placed in parallel in the model.
Two forms which are often used as models violate this
minimal rule of parallel meaning for all syntax lines serving the
same function.

A flow chart follows a simple sequence, usually

chronological, in which a finite number of steps is followed to a
conclusion, a conclusion which could have been identified and ar
rived at in the presence of a higher or more overarching perspec
tive, e.g., a maze in which the cul-de-sacs are obscured from the
subject by the absence of an overall "view from the top."

The

lines between the "points of interest" are not necessarily the
same length, shape, nor do they even provide common direction to
the users.
A Performance Evaluation Reporting Technique (PERT)
chart, on the same rules falls prey to the question of necessary
or determinate causal connections, syntax lines, between actions,
procedures, decisions, and decisions to change directions or
reach conclusions.

A PERT chart, as a rather sophisticated flow

chart, on occasion, can help in the simplification of a step-bystep decision process.

However, each step is suspect to the

reader of syntax meaning, as to its necessary place in the
sequence.

"A detailed discussion of criteria for evaluating models
was presented in Chapter 2.
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Relational Models
A

sequence model comes under special criticism when

there is a need to relate pairs of categories in a more compre
hensive syntactical way than is possible with a sequence model,
as in the formation of a comparison of pairs, where the evalua
tion must incorporate in the inclusions of a target model, the
phasing capabilities of a sequential model, and yet provide a way
to connect any and all relationals in a methodologically rigorous
pattern.

Thus a pattern can be expressed as a model for all mod

els, a design in which the categories and variables, objectives
and activities can be added by pattern at any time without con
cern for distorting or weakening the model in use for the
evaluation.
In the relational model these properties come to fruition
in a structurally comprehensive pattern, a pattern which comes to
be an informing hypothesis in which all components can be identi
fied and maintained.

All syntax in a relational model should £>e

identifiable and given sequential meaning in terms of the initi
ating mission or goal, i.e., all other model forms can be in
cluded in, be confined with other model types, and evaluated as
to their appropriateness by the relational model form.
By way of developing a relational model let's look at the
sequential phases of a model in formation.

The relational model

can be used with a wide variety of evaluation types and can be
especially effective in its application to parallel pairs
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designs, designs which are constructed with two primary axes and
no more than three essential components, categories, or
objectives.
Thus, a parallel pairs model requires only that a minimum
of two and no more than three different terms, different in kind
or different in generic level, are set into a comparative corre
lational or coordinate form.

The items to be set into one of

these forms must differ by type and by level of abstraction such
that a comparative relationship will yield significant implica
tions, in content, structure, and purpose.

It would not make

parallel pairs sense, for instance, to compare apples and ele
phants, e.g., Figure 8.

The coordinate relationship is difficult

to establish in a descending hierarchy.
On the other hand, we can establish an ascending abstrac
tion comparison by inserting the more generic terms "fruit" and
"animal," or more generally "life" (Figure 9).

The coordinates

can now have meaningful membership.
The use of this comparison model will permit us to sort
and even classify any items placed in the left column as long as
the items or terms can indeed be found to be a subset of the
horizontal categories (Saunders 1969, pp. 122-123).
By placing additional categories on the horizontal axis
our parallel pairs model can expand its capability of classifying
the variables found on the vertical axis (Figure 10).
It should be clear now that the categories must include,
in some intelligible way, the variables specified.

At the very
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Elephants

9

Apples

Figure 8.

Parallel Pairs:

No Coordinate Meaning

Life
Fruit

Apple

X

Elephant

Figure 9.

Animal

X

Parallel Pairs:

Coordinate Meaning
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^Categories
Fruit

Mammal

Mineral

Variables

Apple

X

Elephant

X

Diamond

Peach

Figure 10.

X

X

Expanded Parallel Pairs Model
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least, the items included on the two axes must have some factor
in common, some way of being included in a common classification.
When a term is placed on one axis or the other without a corre
sponding relationship, the term is "nonsense" due to the inabil
ity of the context to give definition to the unilaterial
reference, e.g., "carrot" placed on the vertical axis above.
This not so trite example, of how a parallel pairs model
is constructed, can be used to indicate the significance of syn
tax lines in evaluation model building (Figure 11).

For example,

do the lines which separate the categories from one another (1
and 2) serve the same function as the lines which separate the
variables (5 and 6) (Decker and Saunders 1976, p. 196)?
Are lines 1 and 2, 5 and 6 the same kinds of lines as 3
and 4?

Clearly the answer is no.

A generic class must not be

confused as a member of its subset, 6, the last "and" of "cats
and dogs and mammals" is generally classified as a generic fal
lacy, an error of including the members of a class at the same
abstraction level as the class itself.
Evaluation models, then, must meet this simplest of cri
teria; evaluation must separate programs (categories) from their
components (variables), objectives from their activities, re
sources and support services from the objectives and variables
they serve.
The following format will be useful in a comprehensive
statement of the way in this the above parallel pairs
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Figure 11.

Parallel Pairs Syntax
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illustration applies directly to the construction of syntax and
category meaning in evaluation designs.

Relational Models in Perspective
The above discussion of model types demonstrates that the
power of models is proportionate to their ability to determine
the meaning of the language used and thus dictate the action to
be undertaken in any given evaluation plan.

In the following de

velopment of a relational model for evaluation, this legislative
characteristic of models is demonstrated.
A basic or simplicistic model does not provide sufficient
syntax to sort or classify the terms in a way that will give
terms useful meaning or contrast.

Figure 12 illustrates the

situation where the lines on the page or within the box only iso
late the terms included from the ground on which they occur.
The classification system or "model" provides no means
for identifying or grouping the related terms.
However, the model does provide a basic framework for in
cluding terms.

The limit of the model is in its inability to re

late or differentiate, classify, or taxononimize, and thus
determine a context for or evaluation criteria for the terms
specified.
An initial sort of the terms within the model can be ac
complished by altering the original model as shown in Figure 13.

Curriculum

Content

Goals

Textbook

Lesson Plan

Instruction

Structure

Figure 12.

Terms in a Box

Figure 13.

Divided Box
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The syntactical line that divides the original framework
into two parts provides a way of making a distinction between the
terms, indeed forces a dualism or dichotomy.
This change in the model design gives it additional abil
ity to sort the terms.

The sorting is accomplished by assuming

or smuggling the criteria for sorting, according to specific
rules which ascribe the terms their meaning in relation to the
other terms inherent in a generic model as yet unspecified.
These implicit rules provide informing hypotheses which
are used to develop evaluation criteria.

In this model the cri

teria separate the terms into two categories with several vari
ables within each category.

The example being developed

indicates that the sorting could be in two categories and vari
ables, as shown in Figure 14.
The issue then becomes one of sorting variables within
each category, and more importantly the establishment of the
rules themselves which separate the classifying terms from the
substantive items being classified or included.
In Figure 14 the rules used to separate the two educa
tional categories emphasize the area of activity, and level of
the activity.
This second model does not make clear the distinction be
tween the two different sets of variables.

The single-line dis

tinction is not sufficient to indicate their differences, because
the center line is shared by both sets of variables.

A

distinction can be made by adding a second center line.

clear
In

Curriculum

Goals

Lesson Plan

Structure

Instruction

Content

Textbook

Figure 14.

Terms in a Divided Box
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essence, this second line provides indication that the two sets
of variables were placed in the same model for comparative pur
poses.

There is now a demand for two sets of criteria, whatever

they may be.

Figure 15 illustrates this point.

The sort was made between variables within a category,
when categories are basic classification types providing the
rules for inclusion of specific variables.

Three sets of cri

teria now come to bear:
1.

some principle must be used to interrelate the terms in a
box; and

2.

some principle must be used to establish hierarchical
levels within a box; and

4.

some principle of abstraction must specify the relation
ship between the two boxes.

Thus, this model prov:' !es for the comparison of terms grouped in
several ways, i.e.,
variable-variable-principle,
variable-category-principle,
category-category-principle,
category-program-principle,
program-program-principle.

Presented in this way the distinctions, or sorts, are
leveled, i.e., that is, they become more generic and more inclu
sive as they increase in level of abstraction.

8

Curriculum

Goals

Lesson Plan

Structure

Instruction

Content

Textbook

Curriculum

Goals

Lesson Plan

Structure

Instruction

Content

Textbook

Figure 15.

Boxes in Conjunction
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The comparative power of the model is achieved by rotat
ing within the model the two coordinates as illustrated in
Figure 16.
To bring this format into more explicit and usable form,
the categories to which the variables belong and the double-line
syntactical distinctions are added.

This compounded model is

presented in Figure 17.
Note that in Figure 17 single lines were added to sepa
rate the variable within each category.

The model is structured

so that the crossing of single lines denotes the comparison of a
variable of one category with a variable of the second category.
Thus, the 90 degree rotation of the model in Figure 15 makes it
possible to list the variables of one category and place them on
an axis in "parallel pairs" relation to an axis of variables from
a second category.
Since variables, categories, and programs can be compared
using this model, the model permits variables to be isolated and
set in the appropriate parallel relationship to one another.

It

is then possible to list the variables of a category and place them
in a "parallel pairs" relation with another category and its vari
ables as the minimum statement of methodological requirement for
a model in which to accomplish an effective and meaningful
evaluation.
Using the illustrative case developed here, the variable
of "curriculum" can be explored in terms of "goal," "structure,"
and "content" as it is placed in parallel relation to each of

Lesson Plan

J

Instruction

Textbook

Figure 16.

Parallel Pairs Axes

Content

Structure

Goals
Curriculum
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S. Level of
^s^Activity
Goals

Structure

Area
of Activity

Curriculum

Lesson Plan

Instruction

Textbook

Figure 17.

Parallel Pairs by Level and Activity

Content
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these directing categories.

"Lesson plan," "instruction," and

"textbooks" can now be discussed in terms of the three categories
at the level of the activity specified."

Accountable Accountability: A Model
for Effective Evaluation
In order to present the evaluation design, components,
and categories of the parallel pairs model, the model was disas
sembled and each component discussed in relationship to the struc
ture of the evaluation to which it is intended to apply.

The

meaningfulness of the parallel pairs model can be demonstrated
only if the same criteria that were used to examine the accounta
bility models is applied to the model proposed by this study by
way of establishing the generic integrity of the model as the
form and informing- hypotheses which convert and qualify each type
of evaluation and variable as these are placed into the model
design.
The reader will recall that in Chapter 3 the three major
categories which are generic to all evaluations when used as ac
countability systems are:
1.

mission, goal, or objective statement that provides the
purpose for accountability,

2.

format or framework which provides the structure for col
lecting and classifying the accountability information,

"It is interesting to note that the terms placed on the
coordinate axes will always assume the forms of verb to noun,
noun to verb, noun-verb-oerson, or some variation which con
strains the items on an axis to the same form.
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3.

data or material, people or things to be evaluated or
placed into an accountability system.

These three categories now establish the criteria for the devel
opment of the evaluation components of the parallel pairs model.
The parallel pairs model can be developed and used as an
accountability model by placing the accountability categories
into the model.
Chapter 2.

These categories were discussed in detail in

The categories, in sequence, are:

1.

purpose

2.

goals

3.

objectives

4.

activities

5.

support conditions

6.

evaluation

Thus, Figure 18 presents the parallel pairs model as an
accountability model.
By disassembling the model, the various evaluation compo
nents can be examined.

Figure 19 shows the parallel pairs ac

countability model by its component parts.
These are five types of evaluation associated with this
model and they are labeled in Figure 19.
in turn.

They will be discussed

^Accountability
^v^Categories
Purpose

Goals

Objectives

Activities

Educational
Categories

Curriculum

Lesson Plan

Instruction

Textbook

Evaluation

Figure 18.

Parallel Pairs Mcxiel as an Accountability Model

Support
Conditions

Evaluation

\Accountability
^\Categories
Purpose

Goals

Objectives

Activities

Support
Conditions

Evaluation

Educational^.
Categories

Curriculum

3

A

T
Lesson Plan

Inst:ruction

Textbook

Evaluation

Figure 19.
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Evaluation Components of the Parallel Pairs Model
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Evaluation 1:

Category Accomplishment

With the model disassembled as in Figure 19 it is appar
ent that, as the categorical parallel pairs are combined, each
category with its attending variables is given the capability of
being evaluated.

For example, when the accountability category

"objectives" is applied to the educational category "textbook,"
several objectives can be identified.

It is interesting to note

that the statement of these objectives carries the language for
both legislating action and evaluation criteria for giving mean
ing to the performance of the activities.

This model may be seen

as a planning model, a model that informs activity, or in a gen
eric sense, provides a means for constructing action on a synthe
tic a priori basis.
Collating the evaluations of the "objectives" for "text
books" provides the first type of evaluation, evaluation type 1,
an evaluation of the accomplishment of the specific activities of
the category.
This first evaluation demonstrates that the parallel
pairs model allows for the "data or material, people or things to
be evaluated," and therefore meet at least one of the criteria
for an accountability system.

Evaluation 2: Cumulative Category
Accomplishment
The evaluation of the accomplishment of an accountability
category is undertaken by analyzing the cumulative effort of the
individual category evaluations.

Taken collectively these

evaluations are more than the mere addition of the individual
evaluations of the categories, since the evaluation requires a
careful examination of the syntactical relationships between the
components to which the accountability categories are being
applied.
For example, the accountability category "objectives" ap
plied to the educational component "textbooks" requires one set
of evaluation criteria.

A second set is required when the "ob

jective" category is applied to a second education component,
e.g., "instruction."

This is the point often neglected by other

accountability systems (see Chapter 3).

The placing of "text

book" and "instruction" requires a separate type of evaluation.
This generic evaluation is the cumulative category evaluation of
accomplishment provided by the parallel pairs model.
In terms of evaluation criteria, this second evaluation
accounts for categorical determinacy, sequence, and interdepen
dence as discussed in Chapter 2.

The result of the evaluation

takes a simple form of answering the question "Were the activi
ties specified within this category completed?"

Evaluation 3:

Effective Management

The success of an activity should not be measured only in
terms of its completion but should also be evaluated in relation
ship to the effective management of the actions and resources
associated with it.

The third evaluation made possible by the
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parallel pairs model is in essence an assessment of the effective
management of the activity (project).
In respect of our example, the administrative planning
procedures and implementation that must be monitored to establish
the "objectives" in the "textbook" category are measurable by
utilizing this third type of evaluation.
Again, as with the category evaluation of accomplishment,
specific data or people can be evaluated.

Whereas the former

evaluation was set in terms of accomplishment, this evaluation is
in terms of management effectiveness within the specific
category.

Evaluation 4:
Management

Cumulative Effective

By reviewing the planning, development, and implementa
tion of a particular category through all the categories of ac
countability, the evaluator can, in effect, provide information
about how well the entire educational category was managed.

This

fourth type of evaluation provides this cumulative evaluation of
the management component.
As with the second type of evaluation, cumulative evalu
ation is not equivalent to the simple addition of individual
evaluations.

In other words, to evaluate the effective manage

ment of the educational category "textbook" requires careful con
sideration of each accountability category, e.g., purpose, goal,
objective, etc., in addition to transition from one category to
another, e.g., purpose to goal, goal to objective, etc.

This
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second consideration is deceptively simple in that the very mean
ing of each successive category is dependent upon the precise im
plications of the component meanings derived from the key terms
and concepts of the preceding category.
Again, the criteria of categorical determinacy, sequence,
and interdependence play a primary role in assuming the cumula
tive effective management of educational categories.

Evaluation 5:

Comprehensive Evaluation

The fifth evaluation type from the model suggested by
this study is comprehensive evaluation.

The comprehensiveness of

the evaluation results from the combination patterns in which
this evaluation is formalized.

Type 5 evaluation is the cumula

tive evaluation of the summary evaluations.
sums evaluation Types 2 and 4.

The fifth evaluation

The evaluative methods used by

Types 2 and 4 account for the integration of the component parts
in evaluation Tyles 1 and 3 and is applied by the fifth type ol
evaluation to evaluate the way in which the components of evalua
tions 2 and 4 gain coordinate meaning.
One of the most significant contributions of Type 5 eval
uation as it completes the parallel pairs model of accountability
is that this fifty type provides, in its criteria, a restatement
of the fundamental intent or purposes for the development of the
particulars of the accountability system being addressed.

The

evaluation criteria of Type 5 evaluations can be used to measure
the two critical components of "activities accomplishment," and
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"effective management" as they are predicated upon the knowledge
of the ultimate end or mission for which the specific educational
activities were designed.
To develop and implement the proposed model, the first
area of concern is the precise determination of the desired out
come the activities are designated to produce.

The model sug

gested by this study, by means of its integrating structure, pro
vides the scope and sequence of the specific activities required
to accomplish the mission stipulated in any evaluation context.

Summary
At the beginning of this chapter it was pointed out that
the accountability model that was under construction had to satis
fy the criteria for both model development and accountability
systems presented in Chapters 3 and 4.

It has been shown that

the parallel pairs model does indeed satisfy these critical
criteria.
In Chapter 5 the role and future of accountability and
evaluation will be explored.

In the light of the ever-expanding

applications of the method of science and the probability that an
advancing science in conjunction with an increasing competition
for personal and territorial space will emerge in the near fu
ture, the society will find it necessary to constrain and monitor
all human activities.
these grounds.

Evaluation can be used as a weapon on

CHAPTER 5

EPILOGUE: EVALUATION—TSUNAMI
OR FUTURE FIZZLE?

A western way of thinking has led many investigators down
an inevitable path to quantification.

We have gone from surviv

ing within pioneering circumstances and the attendant survival
ingredients for life and society to the puritan ethic and intense
competition for successes, a sequence that sponsors hard line
evaluations.
The complexity of our everyday world has increased.
There has been a corresponding increase in the complexity of the
criteria by which we evaluate our lives, especially in those com
ponents of our lives which do not yield immediate or clearly iden
tifiable results, e.g., the emotional and qualitative factors in
our lives.

In recent years, sometimes identified as being for

malized with the Texarkana experiment in 1969, educational ideas
come under attack on all fronts for the lack of effectiveness in
ostensibly measurable activities, e.g., the 3 RTs.

This demand

for accountability has sponsored a myriad of evaluation theories
which seek to answer the question of "What have we done?"
will we know when we have done it?"

"How will we know if how we

know is the best of measurement instruments?"
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"How
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The basic questions can be formulated in rather specific
terms.

These terms initiate the questions and tacitly include

the more complex structural questions which attend the accounta
bility issues.
What is measurement?
What is assessment?
What is evaluation?

These questions as informing hypotheses set the basis for
classifying the many instruments and processes used in evaluation
designs for education, business, and even for personal worth.
What is often neglected is that these questions must be set in a
context which permits of the distinctions between
content,
structure, and
purpose.

To complete these major evaluation issues we need to
place them into perspectives designed to set the appropriate
process for measuring of the components in a time frame,
past,
present, and
future.

We can define each of these terms in ways that will help
us explore the fate of evaluations from there to when, from
thing to why, and from how to what.
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Measurement:

the use of an instrument to quantify an ob

servation; e.g., a yard stick for height, or an achievement test,
I.Q. test, etc.
Assessment:

the procedure of placing the result of the

measurement (however it was derived, be it explicit or implicit)
on a comparative or relative scale, e.g., a score on a bellshaped curve, a "high" or "low" I.Q., a tall or a short person,
etc.
Evaluation:

the estimate of the value of having the re

sult of a measurement, placed on a certain scale, for some par
ticular purpose, e.g., an I.Q. score, below average, for work as
a creative engineer; a four foot person, below normal height, who
should not play basketball professionally.
Content:

a measurement can be of an object, a face,

movement, etc.
Structure:

the structure is the form a process takes, is

the design, matrix, or system used to classify, sort or parallel
the components of the measurement, e.g., a bell-shaped curve at
tended by means, standard deviation, and modes, on Income Tax Form
1040, a template, etc.
Purpose:

the purpose establishes the main reason for

the content and structure inasmuch as the content, and struc
ture are blind without the articulated purpose, e.g, making good
time but lost; the atheist all dressed up on the slab in the
morgue with no place to go; a computer data bank with full
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information without a programmed question to set it in motion,
etc.
Past:

the past, a designation for elapsed time, is re

trieved by means of memory and review, processes usually thought
to be bases for present conditions and for future activities,
e.g., learn from experience, the past teaches, what was good
enough then is good enough now, the past sets the trend which we
can expect to continue, extrapolation as a predictive system.
Present:

We refer to the present as if our knowledge of

the past, our extrapolation system will meet with some trouble,
trouble in the guise of alternatives or contingencies, variations
on the theme of social exigencies which will change or dramati
cally alter the priorities of our choices which we may have in
our decisions for the future; e.g., live today for tomorrow we
die, the past was great but they didn't have computers, today is
too complex to understand so we must live from day-to-day
yesterday.
Future:

The future is tomorrow's yesterday, the unborn

parent for which today is but a child.

The future is our dream,

our expert speculation, our collectively formulated values and
purposes, our cherished hopes and celebrated ideals, the final
and overarching mission and reason for being of our daily existance, e.g, a goal or objective of which activities are consti
tuent variables; an evaluation criterion which, once established,
becomes the agent of its own attainment; a clearly stated plan
which participates as the guideline, parameter, criterion and
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informing hypothesis of our daily worlds, indeed, even of our
past recollections.
These nine terms carry with them the seeds of the meaning
of all evaluations, past, present, and future.

They help us ask

the question central of human objectives and life time meaning.
What will evaluation be in five years, 10 years, 20 years, etc.?
Will evaluation continue in its groundswell and gain tsunami pro
portions?

Will "Big Brother" gain in technical skill and come to

monitor or even audit all facets of our lives?

A

measuring,

monitoring evaluation of the content of our lives using existing
extrapolation strategies or models formed on traditional criteria
would give us an emphatic Yes!

Why not?

The new census techniques, our present computer technol
ogy, the ever-increasing population growth which requires in
creased control over what everyone does in space and time, the
reduction of the meaning of individuals and the vote of that in
dividual on important issues all portend the probable increase in
the need for control over the lives of individuals, groups, and
even ideas.
Our past can haunt us where the content and structure of
our "history" are used to determine our future.
different scenario for evaluation.

Let us assume a

The past has not been so hot.

The errors we have made as a society must not be visited upon our
children nor revisited by us.

The present faces new challenges,

challenges which force us to rethink our earlier judgments.
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China is not our enemy.

We may not continue as a world power.

Everybody has a bomb!
Energy problems and economic competition may make us many
more enemies in the world, hold us hostage to our past imperfect
dreams of greatness.

Evaluation may only come in retrospect, an

after the fact judgment, i.e., highsight vision is 20-20.

Can we

know enough to measure our daily contribution to education,
business, or even to our own lives?
When decisions must be made in the face of competing al
ternatives, alternatives which lead in different directions and
different futures, can we identify the critical criteria which
will produce the best tomorrow decision for today?

Evaluation

seems to become weaker as these contingencies increase in number
and significance.

No Tsunami here, but in all probability, a

process that will hone serendipity to a fine edge.

Evaluation as

a fizzle, a fizzle which may sponsor a new qualitative meaning of
accountability.
Are we then doomed to the continued simplicism of measure
ment monitoring with ever-increasing precision on one hand or a
diluted confounded evaluation in the face of incredibly complex
contingencies facing us in modern society on the other?
hope not.

Let us

We can find an answer, a philosopher's stone, if we re

construct our view of evaluation from an after-the-fact activity,
if we can visualize evaluation as a condition-setting instrument
or informing system based on a model and variables which focus on
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qualitative, aesthetic and human factors which are so important
to all humans in their pursuit of life, liberty, and happiness.
We can see evaluation as a plan, as a future choice, as a
foreseen consequence, a synthetic a priori from which the present
and even the past must be evaluated.

Evaluation in this sense

becomes a value issue, a matter of perspective forged by all who
would be affected by the evaluation in action, a perspective
forged in the avenue of human worth.
Measurement and content, assessment and structure, the
past and the present all fall prey to evaluation and perspective
in that a backward leap from evaluation as the future, be it
momentary or distant, quantitative or theoretical, constructs the
only meaning possible in the form of the model used by the
evaluation.
We must not be lured into compliance or complicity by
those evaluations for which there is no accountability.

Where

the very structure and design of the future as retroductive
evaluation is taken in its comprehensive significance, the urgen
cy for us to assidiously attend to using the most effective mod
els becomes clear.
Relational models may not assure us of the brightest fu
tures, but they will protect us from our past evaluative mis
takes.

By placing subject matter areas in parallel to future

phases, a compounding of possiblities is made possible, by using
syntax lines that are more than mere isomorphic equivalents
(Figure 20).
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5 Years

Biology

Law

Philosophy

Engineering

Evaluation

Figure 20.

Futures Chart

10 Years

20 Years

Evaluation
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What will happen in light of activities in these areas?
We must have a tightly designed model because, given these activ
ities, evaluation will count, will guide mankind to a world
where even the "worthless" will find dignity and value, where ac
countability has been held accountable by all people who care for
people and where evaluation will forever be a prescription and
not a proscription.
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